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101 The classic study of oral transmission as it relates to the Gospels is Birger Gerhardsson,
Memory and Manuscript: Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism and
Early Christianity with Tradition and Transmission in Early Christianity (foreword by Jacob
Neusner; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998). See also the anecdotal but engaging discussion in
Kenneth Bailey, “Informal Controlled Oral Tradition and the Synoptic Gospels,” Themelios
20 (1995): 4–11. By “controlled” oral tradition, Bailey refers to both the highly developed
skill of individuals who receive and pass on teaching as well as important control exercised
by the collective memory of the community when it gathers to hear the teaching.

102 Reicke, Roots of the Synoptic Gospels, 45–67, offers a plausible historical reconstruction that
heavily underscores the possibility of eyewitness sources.

103 France, Matthew: Evangelist and Teacher, 43, stresses the need to reckon with the “com-
plexity of source material and of contacts between developing gospel traditions” rather than
assuming “the rather artificial simplicity of the classic hypotheses” of direct literary depen-
dence.

104 On the Great Commission, see “Mission” below in the introduction.

ferences.101 Moreover, when one prefers (as I do) fairly early dates in the 50s
or early 60s for all three Synoptics, it is likely that the apostles and other eye-
witnesses of the Lord Jesus’ministry played a significant role in handing down
authentic dominical material to the evangelists and to the church.102

All this is merely to say that the “solution” to the Synoptic Problem is likely
a complex one.103 We need to reckon with a number of factors and forces, all
operating under the guiding hand of the Holy Spirit, whose inspiration is ulti-
mately responsible for the Synoptic Gospels, and indeed for all of Scripture.
To return to the guiding question for this section of the introduction, What was
Matthew’s intention? He did not intend to write an improved or expanded ver-
sion of Mark. Rather, guided by the common apostolic teaching, Matthew in-
tended to write Scripture and to proclaim, by means of his own distinctive
Gospel narrative, the deeds and words of Jesus, Israel’s Messiah and God’s
unique Son, who has come also for all nations.

Matthew as Narrative
Method
If the observations regarding the Synoptic Problem made above are valid,

then Matthew’s Gospel should be read primarily and first on its own terms as
a narrative. That will be the primary approach of this commentary. That is not
to say that we should never compare the Gospels to gain greater historical or
theological insights; we should do that. However, if Matthew did not directly
depend on Mark while writing his Gospel, then he also did not intend for us to
read it with an eye focused on Mark. We honor the evangelist’s intention when
we read his narrative for its own sake, and with the desire to observe its spe-
cial arrangement and emphases as the Gospel progresses from genealogy to
Great Commission.104

To read Matthew’s Gospel for its own sake involves two perspectives. First
and more briefly, one must acknowledge the freedom of this evangelist (and of
each of the other three evangelists) to arrange and present the deeds and words
of Jesus as, to speak in ultimate terms, the author was guided by the Holy Spirit.
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105 A variety of reasons can account for differences in wording and context in parallel sayings of
Jesus in the Gospels. Obviously, Jesus repeated certain teachings and so gave similar sayings
at different times. The issue of translation must not be forgotten; two different Greek word-
ings could preserve with equal faithfulness an Aramaic teaching of the Lord. For a fine dis-
cussion of these issues, see Darrell L. Bock, “The Words of Jesus in the Gospels: Live, Jive,
or Memorex?” in Jesus under Fire (ed. Michael J. Wilkins and J. P. Moreland), 73–99;
Blomberg, Historical Reliability, especially pp. 113–52.

106 The Inspiration of Scripture (a report of the Commission on Theology and Church Rela-
tions of The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, March 1975) remains an extremely
helpful discussion of these important matters. The document is accessible online at
http://www.lcms.org/graphics/assets/media/CTCR/Inspiration_%20Scripture1.pdf.

107 Prominent among early narrative-critical works in NT studies were R. Alan Culpepper,
Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel: A Study in Literary Design (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983);

The discussion above regarding the Synoptic Problem pointed out that the
canonical Gospels often do not place the same events in Jesus’ ministry in the
same order; we may assume that there was a purpose for the arrangement of
the units by each of the evangelists. The so-called “Q material” in Matthew and
Luke virtually never occurs in the same context in each of those Gospels, and
often there are small variations in the Greek wording of parallel accounts of
Jesus’ teaching.105 Many scholars, the present author included, think that the
teaching we know as “the Sermon on the Mount” (Mt 5:3–7:27) was likely col-
lected and arranged by Matthew himself, as he gathered authentic teachings of
the Lord Christ. The differences among the Synoptics (not to speak of John!)
invite us to appreciate the ways that each author has structured his material so
as to offer a historically accurate portrait of the Son of God that is completely
faithful to the actual events and that is reliable in every way for faith and life.
This appreciation of each Gospel’s distinctiveness and the interpretation of its
significance are the primary tasks of the exegesis of each of the Gospels. Only
after such faithful reading of Matthew in Matthean terms has taken place should
we turn to compare it with the other Gospels and to synthesize the biblical
data.106

In the second place, we read Matthew’s Gospel for its own sake when we
attend carefully to the genre of the Gospels, namely, the genre of narrative. This
commentary will not employ a “narrative critical” approach per se to the Gospel
according to Matthew. However, this work has been influenced by some as-
pects of that holistic way of approaching the narrative portions of Scripture in
general, and Matthew’s Gospel in particular. Some discussion of the strengths
of that approach is appropriate, therefore, along with a response to certain crit-
icisms that are sometimes leveled at its practitioners. In utilizing some aspects
of “narrative criticism,” this commentary will seek a valid emphasis on the
Gospel of Matthew as narrative, while avoiding unhelpful or even harmful as-
pects of this criticism as practiced by some. To that description we may now
turn.

Beginning in the 1980s a number of prominent NT scholars began to ex-
amine and describe the Gospels using categories that were borrowed from the
study of modern literature.107 Often loosely labeled “narrative criticism,” this
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Jack Dean Kingsbury, Matthew as Story (2d ed.: Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988); David
Rhoads and Donald Michie, Mark as Story: An Introduction to the Narrative of a Gospel
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1982); Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke-Acts: A Lit-
erary Interpretation (2 vols.; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1986–1990). Also in the 1980s similar
trends were taking place in reading the narratives of the OT.

108 Mark Allan Powell, What Is Narrative Criticism? (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990) provides a
serviceable introduction. Powell also shows that “narrative criticism” is used by different
scholars to refer to a wide range of approaches to the interpretation of biblical narrative
material. Powell, one of the more prolific authors in this area, offers a succinct summary in
“Narrative Criticism,” in Hearing the New Testament: Strategies for Interpretation (ed. Joel
B. Green; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 239–55. A more focused description of certain
aspects of narrative criticism is provided by Gibbs, Jerusalem and Parousia, 15–22. For a
broader introduction with an emphasis upon the techniques of close narrative readings, see
James L. Resseguie, Narrative Criticism of the New Testament: An Introduction (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 2005).

trend quickly gained a firm foothold in the academic study of the Gospels and
continues apace to this day. A broad range of methods and presuppositions ex-
ist today under the umbrella label of “narrative criticism,” and like every phrase
it is patient of a number of different, sometimes contradictory uses.108 I will
clarify how I understand the method.

Narrative criticism does not read one Gospel in terms of another. In other
words, it is neither redaction criticism nor the attempt at constructing a Gospel
harmony. Matthew (and each of the other Gospels) is a coherent story, a nar-
rative in genre, and it should be read on its own terms. Each of the Gospels
tells the story of Jesus with unique emphases, and each of the Gospels must re-
ceive its own hearing.

Nor does narrative criticism (at least as I conceive of it) concern itself with
reconstructing a community and the situation that lies “behind” the Gospel’s
accounts. That task, central to redaction criticism, is more tenuous than many
have assumed; see the discussion above in “Matthew for the Whole Church”
in “Matthew’s Audience.” The Gospel according to Matthew is not significant
because it tells us information about Matthew’s own situation and community,
although it likely does give us some general information of that kind. Rather
(and this may seem a bit obvious), the Gospels are significant because they nar-
rate the story of Jesus—his ministry and his message and his significance for
the world.

Positively, narrative criticism recognizes that when an author offers a
“story,” a narrative, that narrative “creates” a world with values and assump-
tions, indeed, a certain view of reality. The narrative world includes persons,
events, places, causes, and effects. To read the Gospel of Matthew as a narra-
tive critic, then, is to approach the narrative and to accept—not question or
doubt or seek to alter, but to accept—the world that is offered in the narrative,
to understand that world, and to describe its characters, its events, and its over-
riding values and presuppositions.

At this point, I might comment on a charge that is sometimes leveled
against narrative criticism, namely, that it is not historical enough. This means
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109 Aspects of this concern are visible in Davies and Allison, Matthew, 1:1–5.
110 See Hagner, Matthew, 1:xl–xli, who seems to equate text-oriented approaches to the Gospels

(approaches that I encompass in the term “narrative criticism”) with reader-response criti-
cism, which allows modern readers of the Gospels to create their own meaning as they read.
The reader-response method indeed tends to downplay or even ignore the first-century his-
torical realities; such an approach plays no part in this commentary.

111 Stanton, “The Communities of Matthew,” 380, correctly notes that “most Matthean literary
critics have spurned the radical ahistorical or text-immanent approaches that were advocat-
ed by many literary theorists during the heyday of New Criticism in the 1950s and 1960s.”

different things to different people. To a redaction critic, this charge may mean
nothing more than the obvious fact that “the Matthean community” will not
occupy front and center position in the questions that are being asked of the
text.109 More importantly, some fear that if narrative critics remain agnostic on
the question of the historicity of the Gospels, this approach will rob the Gospels
of their essential character.110 This is a completely valid concern! As I hope will
become apparent in the discussion below concerning “the implied reader,”
however, the narrative readings that many have engaged in are firmly rooted
in knowledge, events, and perspectives of the first century precisely because
the Gospel narratives demand such knowledge and competencies of their im-
plied reader.111 More discussion of this point is found below.

Others may harbor reservations because narrative critics have described
the biblical narratives in categories borrowed from the analysis of the modern
novel, speaking of “plot,” “character development,” “protagonist,” and the like.
To be sure, one needs to be careful when applying any external categories to
the study of a scriptural document. But the major categories typically used by
narrative critics are merely descriptive. To say that Jesus of Nazareth is the pro-
tagonist of Matthew’s Gospel will sound odd, but it is surely true. The story is
about him; what matters is how other “characters” relate and respond to Jesus,
the protagonist. Narrative criticism aims to discern the shape and development
of the narrative of a Gospel, or of an OT narrative text, and to know more fully
the world that is both described and assumed in the narrative.

To be honest, this writer has long been fascinated by the extent to which
very orthodox (in the doctrinal sense) readings can emerge from the ranks of
narrative-critical scholars who themselves may not personally hold to the tra-
ditional doctrines of the Christian faith. This phenomenon takes place because
the very task of narrative criticism is to accept the narrative and its own val-
ues and beliefs and to describe the features and the faith embodied in the nar-
rative. The goal of narrative-critical reading (at least as I understand it) is not
to stand in judgment of the narrative, but for the interpreter to receive it as the
implied reader.

Who is “the implied reader” of the Gospel of Matthew, and what does he
look for as he reads (or hears) the narrative? The implied reader is not a par-
ticular human being. Rather, he is a construct that is deduced from the features
of the text itself; we might say that the implied reader is the reader that the nar-
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112 Kingsbury, “Reflections,” 456.
113 Powell, “Expected and Unexpected Readings,” describes the knowledge possessed by the

implied reader: “universal knowledge,” that is, ordinary, day-to-day knowledge “that is gen-
erally assumed for all people everywhere” (p. 32); “knowledge of what is revealed in the
narrative” (p. 32); “knowledge that is presupposed by the spatial, temporal and social set-
ting of the narrative” (p. 35); “knowledge of other literature that is cited (by reference or by
allusion) within the narrative” (p. 41). From that description it is clear that if a modern read-
er wants to become the implied reader, he must attend to the historical and cultural context of
first-century Palestine and read Matthew’s Gospel itself with utmost care!

114 Gibbs, Jerusalem and Parousia, 16.
115 See Mt 22:43, where David’s words in Ps 110:1 are spoken “in the Spirit.”

rative wants. Kingsbury calls the implied reader “the one in whom the inten-
tion of the text achieves its realization.”112 For example, the text of Matthew
routinely assumes knowledge of something without explaining it: who the
Pharisees were, where Nazareth is, the use and purposes of synagogues in first-
century Palestine, what teachings were current in Second Temple Judaism, and
so forth. The implied reader knows the things assumed by the narrative. The
goal of a narrative critic in the twenty-first century is to become the implied
reader, possessing the knowledge assumed by the text. Matthew’s implied
reader is also thoroughly conversant with the OT; the narrative repeatedly of-
fers OT citations as the Word of God, and the reader is expected to believe and
understand the import of those citations. Matthew’s implied reader is rooted
firmly in the first-century context in which the Gospel was written. Since the
very goal of narrative criticism is to become the implied reader, this is no a-
historical task, no reader-response endeavor in which any perspective results
in a valid reading. No! To read rightly, you must know what the text wants you
to know,113 believe as the text wants you to believe, and respond as the text
wants you to respond.

The Gospel of Matthew also desires the reader to believe certain things.
The narrative assumes certain beliefs, certain points of view about God and
Christ and humanity and Satan. The values that rule the story are the truths ex-
pressed by the evangelist (or “narrator”) himself, as well as by God (both di-
rectly and through the OT quotations), and especially by Christ himself.114 The
implied reader must evaluate all other points of view found in the narrative in
light of the divine truths revealed by the evangelist, God the Father, the Son of
God, and the Holy Spirit, who speaks through the OT.115 Thus, when the disci-
ples speak, they may or may not be speaking the truth; the implied reader will
evaluate their point of view based on the divine truths conveyed through the
evangelist, and either accept or reject that view of the disciples. Again, when
the crowds or the Pharisees offer their points of view, the implied reader will
not merely accept them. Rather, he evaluates them over against the divine point
of view that dominates the “world” created by the narrative.

Narrative critics then will examine carefully how the “story” of the Gospel
emerges from close and repeated readings of the text, observing how the “char-
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116 Voelz, What Does This Mean? 218–29 (the quote is on pp. 228–29).

acters,” the “events,” and the “settings” for those events offer a portrait of Je-
sus and those with whom he interacts. Whatever knowledge the narrative re-
veals the real human reader will attempt to grasp and incorporate into his
holistic reading of the Gospel. A narrative-critical reading of the Gospel, there-
fore, will also be sympathetic and submissive to the portraits and beliefs found
in the Gospel’s narrative as a whole.

We might pause here to underscore an important intersection of insights
with regard to the way the Gospel(s) “desire” to be read, so to speak. There is
a significant overlap between narrative criticism’s “implied reader” of Matthew
and the original believing, worshiping audience that the evangelist had in mind;
see “Matthew for the Worshiping Church” in “Matthew’s Audience” above.
James Voelz has also argued, on the basis of post-modern literary theory, that
the only fully valid reading of the Gospels (and of the Scriptures in general) is
the reading informed by and performed in the context of the creedal, worship-
ing community. Voelz concludes his discussion by affirming “that valid inter-
pretation of the sacred Scriptures can be done only by a believing Christian
within a Christian community in accordance with the creedal understanding of
those Scriptures by the historic Christian church.”116 My reader, I trust, will be
able to see how, given the proper presuppositions, narrative readings of the
Gospel of Matthew can serve the Christian faith.

Of course, if a modern reader of Matthew personally rejects the worldview
found in the Gospel, then his attempt to read Matthew as the implied reader
will be of intellectual or historical interest, but perhaps nothing more. The story
that is Matthew’s Gospel aims to plant real faith in its reader and to create faith’s
response of committed discipleship.

If the modern reader, however, is also a Christian in the tradition of the ec-
umenical Creeds (and of the Lutheran Confessions), then carefully entering the
narrative world of Matthew’s Gospel will bring spiritual blessing, challenge,
and transformation. This commentary is influenced by years of its author try-
ing to read Matthew’s Gospel as its implied reader. This author believes that
the “world” presented in Matthew’s narrative, along with its values and truths,
is actually the real world. Accordingly, to read Matthew with an eye to its na-
ture as a narrative offers distinct advantages, even while it should be ac-
knowledged that narrative-critical readings bring with them potential
disadvantages. I can offer some observations about both the positives and neg-
atives.

Positively, two advantages come to mind. In the first place, narrative crit-
icism emphasizes the need to read the Gospel widely, that is, to know the nar-
rative’s entire “flow” so as to be able to understand more accurately how any
particular pericope fits into the Gospel’s overall point of view and theology.
When this wide-ranging reading occurs, perceived difficulties may disappear.
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117 Cousland, Crowds in the Gospel of Matthew, 302, writes:

Matthew identifies the crowds, therefore, in each instance with Israel, and the crowds’
antinomous roles emerge logically from this identification. One role is to represent a
needy Israel instinctively gravitating toward Jesus, and receiving the ministrations of
their shepherd, the Son of David. Their other role is misguidedly to reject the Messiah,
whom God had sent to them.

118 Some commentators (e.g., Morris, Matthew, 706) have tried to resolve the tension between
the attitudes of the crowds on Palm Sunday and on Good Friday by showing that it is rea-
sonable to assume that they were different crowds. There is some likely historical validity to
that point. However, if we rely on that explanation alone, we lose the opportunity to appre-
ciate more fully the way Matthew has portrayed the role of the crowds throughout Jesus’
ministry.

119 See Morris, Matthew, 557–58; France, Gospel according to Matthew, 315–16.

For example, one hears at times about the “fickle crowds” in Matthew 27.
“How,” the question runs, “could the crowds who hailed Jesus on Palm Sun-
day have turned on him so unjustly and now cry out for his crucifixion?” At
least part of the answer emerges when one understands more fully how
Matthew’s Gospel portrays “the crowds.” This Gospel never presents the
crowds who physically follow Jesus around and often hear his teaching as his
disciples. The crowds never express faith in him as God’s Messiah and God’s
Son; they never really “get it” in Matthew.117 Specifically, on Palm Sunday, the
crowds at first appear to have grasped the significance of Jesus when they hail
him in the words of Psalm 118, “Blessed is he who comes in the name of the
Lord!” (Ps 118:26). As one reads to the end of the pericope, however, one hears
the declaration from the same crowds, “This is the prophet, Jesus, the one from
Nazareth of Galilee” (Mt 21:11). As the commentary on 21:1–11 will present
more fully, the crowds’ point of view here shows that, even at Palm Sunday,
they have not embraced Jesus’ identity. The implied reader is not surprised,
then, to learn in chapter 27 that the crowd can be persuaded to call for Jesus’
crucifixion.118

A second advantage is that reading narratively is a safeguard against in-
terpreting smaller units in a way that violates their context and so abuses their
intended meaning. One does not, of course, need to be a narrative critic to want
to avoid the dangers of reading passages out of context. As an example, how-
ever, consider the incident in which the Pharisees ask Jesus about paying taxes
to Caesar (22:15–22). It is common to interpret the Lord’s words, “Pay the
things of Caesar to Caesar” (22:21) as a sort of brief excursus on the validity
of civil government in the world.119 Yet what is really going on in the broader
movement of the narrative? In wave after wave, the enemies of Jesus come at
him during his time in Jerusalem, seeking to trap and reject and destroy him.
The conflict rises unrelentingly in this section of the narrative. Israel’s leaders
refuse to acknowledge that Jesus is the true King of Israel, come in the name
of the Lord (21:1–17). Rejecting Jesus’ claim to authority, they will not wres-
tle with the question posed by Jesus about John’s authority (21:23–32). Nei-
ther the chief priests nor the Pharisees will confess that Jesus is the Son of the
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120 See Silva, “Historical Reconstruction,” 112–21.

Vineyard-Owner, sent to receive from his workers the respect and homage that
is due him (21:33–46). The religious leaders of Israel stand under the judgment
of God the King because he invited them to the wedding feast of his Son, and
they were not willing to come (22:1–14). Soon, the Son will denounce them
all and leave the city, predicting its destruction (23:1–39).

In that kind of narrative context, Jesus’ words in 22:21, “Pay the things of
Caesar to Caesar,” are almost irrelevant for civil government—a rhetorical con-
cession to the form of trickery with which he has been confronted. Jesus is not
offering a little teaching moment on the believer’s relationship to civil author-
ities. Refusing to answer directly the Pharisees’ question, Jesus echoes his op-
ponents’ words purely for the purpose of turning aside the hostile thrust of his
enemies and bringing into focus the real matter at hand, namely, to give to God
the things that are God’s. In the narrative moment, to give to God what is God’s
is nothing other than to repent and to acknowledge that Jesus is the only divine
Son. Read narratively, 22:15–22 hardly affords an opportunity to preach on the
doctrine of God’s two “kingdoms”; other Scripture texts (e.g., Rom 13:1–7)
are the occasion for that.

Narrative readings emphasize the story as a whole, and the overall truths
that it presents, as the context in which to interpret the parts of the story. That
positive contribution, however, can also be the chief limitation and potential
danger presented by narrative criticism. Strictly speaking, narrative critics will
attend exclusively to the context provided by the particular narrative they are
reading; all other narratives (unless they are specifically alluded to in the
Gospel’s story) are rigorously excluded from the discussion. This method-
ological limitation can lead one astray, especially when it comes to matters of
history. It can even cause the interpreter to ignore the larger theological con-
text—how a Scripture passage fits in the analogia fidei (the whole of biblical
doctrine).

For example, if one only reads the Gospel of Matthew and only perceives
its portrait of the Pharisees in Jesus’ day, one could easily reach the conclu-
sions that (1) all Pharisees were alike, and (2) all of them were unrelentingly
opposed to Jesus. As recent scholarship has shown, however, both those con-
clusions fall short of the historical realities as we can know them today; the
portrait of the Pharisees as found in Matthew’s Gospel is surely accurate, but
it is not historically comprehensive.120 Another example that shows the limita-
tions of strict narrative reading concerns the chronology of the events related
in Matthew 2. The timing of the Magi’s arrival in Judea reads seamlessly; all
the events unfold without any question of sequence. Those who hold to the his-
torical accuracy of both Matthew and Luke, however, understand the need to
harmonize, in some reasonable way, the sequence of events in the infancy nar-
ratives of those two Gospels; the commentary on Matthew 2 offers such an at-
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121 A marvelous result of such narrative reading is available in Garland, Reading Matthew,
where insights await the reader on every page!

122 France, Matthew: Evangelist and Teacher, 141–53, surveys the major scholarly views on
this topic.

123 Some debate the number of great discourses in Matthew, especially whether 23:1–39 consti-
tutes a separate discourse or is a part of 23:1–25:46. See Gibbs, Jerusalem and Parousia,
168–69. It remains an obvious fact, however, that the concluding formula occurs five times
and five times only.

124 Benjamin W. Bacon, “The ‘Five Books’ of Matthew against the Jews,” Expositor 15 (8th
series; 1918): 56–66.

tempt at harmonization. Narrative criticism cannot help in such matters, and
may even obscure the issues involved.

Mindful of such potential dangers and disadvantages, this commentary will
offer a narrative reading of Matthew’s Gospel, eschewing technical terminol-
ogy and offering positive exegetical results.121 My conviction is that the kinds
of readings that emerge from such a narrative approach are in short supply in
commentaries. Many works focus on the smaller details of verse-by-verse ex-
egesis; very few seek to offer more broad-ranging theological reflection and
synthesis.

I hope that neither the “trees” nor the “forest” will be overlooked in this
study. My goal has been a kind of narratively textual theology with a focus on
the “glades” and “clearings” within the forest, if you will. I have not attempted
to draw out as many profound theological implications from the texts as could
have been drawn. My joyful task has been to describe texts and help others to
see some of the themes and emphases found in individual units, and how those
units interlock and connect with the story of Matthew’s Gospel. It is a life-giv-
ing story, since Matthew tells us the deeds and words of Jesus.

Structure and Message
If the Gospel of Matthew is to be read in terms of its genre as a narrative,

then the question of the structure or “plot” of the story is an important one.122

Debate continues among scholars as to the best way to describe the shape of
Matthew’s narrative. The most widely held view may be that which regards the
five large discourses of Jesus as the primary skeleton or movement of the
Gospel. Yet there are problems with this view.

The core of what seems to be the majority view is that the Gospel’s pri-
mary structure consists of five great discourses, clearly marked by an identical
concluding formula at the end of each: “And it happened when Jesus com-
pleted” (kai; ejgevneto o{te ejtevlesen oJ ΔIhsou'", 7:28; 11:1; 13:53; 19:1; 26:1).123

Especially since the seminal work of Benjamin Bacon,124 the five discourses
are sometimes taken as a deliberate imitation of the five books of Moses. How-
ever, this attempt to find a strong parallel between the books of Moses and the
structure of the Gospel of Matthew has not persuaded most modern scholars.
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Matthew 10:5–15

The Twelve Proclaim and Bring
the Reign of Heaven

Translation
10 5Jesus sent these twelve and charged them, saying, “Do not depart into a way
that leads to Gentiles, and into a Samaritan city do not enter. 6But go, rather, to
the lost sheep that are the house of Israel. 7And as you are going, preach and say,
‘The reign of heaven stands near!’ 8Heal those who are sick, raise the dead,
cleanse the lepers, cast out the demons—freely you received; freely give. 9Acquire
neither gold nor silver nor brass in your belts, 10not a bag for the way nor two
shirts nor sandals nor a staff, for the worker is worthy of his food. 11And in
whichever city or village you enter, inquire who in it is worthy, and there remain
until you leave. 12Now, as you go into that house, greet it, 13and if the house is
worthy, let your peace come upon it, but if it is not worthy, let your peace return
to you. 14And whoever does not receive you or hear your words—as you are go-
ing out of that house or that city, shake off the dust from your feet. 15Truly I say
to you, it will be more bearable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah on the Day
of Judgment than for that city.”

Textual Notes
10:5 touvtou" tou;" dwvdeka ajpevsteilen oJ ΔIhsou'"—The uniqueness of the apostles
is underscored by the demonstrative pronoun touvtou" and by the fronting of the di-
rect object phrase “these twelve.” In some important senses, this sending and Jesus’
Missionary Discourse (10:5–42), which explains the sending, apply uniquely to the
original apostles. See the commentary below for some of the hermeneutical issues in-
volved in applying Jesus’ words to the church that follows in the apostolic train.

eij" oJdo;n ejqnw'n mh; ajpevlqhte—The genitive in “a way of Gentiles” is objective,
with the sense of “a way that leads to Gentiles.”1

The prohibition with the aorist subjunctive, mh; ajpevlqhte, “Do not depart,” is the
first of twenty-seven imperatival forms in chapter 10. Fifteen of them employ the
aorist stem, either as negated aorist subjunctives or as positive aorist imperatives: 10:5
(two), 8, 9, 11 (two), 12, 13 (two), 14, 19, 26, 27 (two), 34. Present imperatives oc-
cur twelve times: 10:6, 7, 8 (four), 16, 17, 23, 28 (two), 31. In the case of those last
three present imperatives (mh; fobei'sqe in 10:28, 31 and fobei'sqe in 10:28), signif-
icant manuscripts have variant readings that are aorist stem.

In general, aorist stem imperatives are normal, so the present imperatives stand
out from them. It is difficult to see any precise significance of the present stem im-
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2 Hagner, Matthew, 1:270, summarizes: “The Samaritans were despised as racially intermixed
and disloyal to the law.” For an overview of developments in scholarly research, see James
D. Purvis, “The Samaritans and Judaism,” in Early Judaism and Its Modern Interpreters (ed.
Robert A. Kraft and George W. E. Nickelsburg; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 81–98, and
Ingrid Hjelm, “What Do Samaritans and Jews Have in Common? Recent Trends in Samari-
tan Studies,” Currents in Biblical Research 3/1 (2004): 9–59.

3 See B. K. Waltke, “Samaritan Pentateuch,” in ABD 5:932–40, especially 937–38. The
Samaritans’ canon consisted entirely of the Samaritan Pentateuch. They rejected the rest of
the OT canon (the Prophets and Writings in the Hebrew canon; Joshua–Malachi in English
Bibles), probably because often in those books Jerusalem or Mount Zion is prescribed or cel-
ebrated as God’s dwelling place and the center for worship.

4 Weaver, Missionary Discourse, 192, n. 63, agrees that the genitive “of the house of Israel” is
epexegetical. Moreover, she observes that since the contrasting elements are “Gentiles” and
“Samaritans,” this underscores that the Twelve’s ministry is to “the Jewish people as a
whole.” See also Hagner, Matthew, 1:270; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:167.

5 See BDAG, s.v. dwreavn, 1; Wallace, Greek Grammar, 200.

peratives. Perhaps the cluster of present imperatives in 10:6–8 emphasize the primary
tasks of the apostles as Jesus authorizes them to go forth on their missionary endeav-
ors; therefore the translation italicizes them: “Go … preach … heal … raise …
cleanse … cast out.” The present imperatives in 10:16 (givnesqe) and 10:17 (pros-
evcete) could be marking off the beginning of a new unit in the chapter, whereas
10:23’s “flee!” (feuvgete) signals the close of that unit. It is not evident why the pre-
sent imperatives in 10:28, 31 (if the readings in NA27 are to be followed) should oc-
cur there (mh; fobei'sqe in 10:28, 31 and fobei'sqe in 10:28), especially when there
is a negated aorist subjunctive of the same verb in 10:26 (mh; fobhqh'te).

povlin Samaritw'n—Literally, “a city of Samaritans,” this is translated “a Samar-
itan city.” Recent scholarship has cast some uncertainty on the date and origins of the
split between Jews/Judeans and Samaritans. What matters for our purposes is that by
the first century AD, Jews rightly regarded Samaritans as spiritually flawed, and there
was ongoing enmity between the two groups.2 The Samaritans had created their own
version of the Torah, called the Samaritan Pentateuch, which diverged from the Torah
in certain ways. For example, it said the center for worship should be Mount Gerizim
(cf. Jn 4:4–20).3

10:6–8 The present imperatives in 10:6–8 are rendered emphatically, in italic. See
the second textual note on 10:5.
10:6 poreuvesqe de; ma'llon pro;" ta; provbata ta; ajpolwlovta oi[kou ΔIsrahvl—I take
the genitive oi[kou ΔIsrahvl, “of the house of Israel,” to be epexegetical: “the lost
sheep” (ta; provbata ta; ajpolwlovta) are “the house of Israel.” Of course, this does
not deny the presence of some faithful believers in first-century Jewish Palestine, but
in general terms, the sheep are lost.4 Such a characterization of Israel agrees with OT
depictions of the people in, for example, 1 Ki 22:17; Jer 50:6; Ezekiel 34.
10:8 dwrea;n ejlavbete, dwrea;n dovte—The repeated accusative of the noun dwreav,
“gift,” here is not the direct object of the verbs. Rather, it functions as an adverbial
accusative of reference, “with respect to a gift, freely.”5

10:9 mh; kthvshsqe—The verb ktavomai usually means “procure for oneself, acquire,
get” (BDAG, 1). It occurs in Matthew only here. It does not mean “take along,” as if
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6 So Carson, Matthew, 245; Davies and Allison, Matthew, 2:172.
7 Wallace, Greek Grammar, 108.
8 See “Matthew 10:5–42: Structural and Hermeneutical Considerations” before the commen-

tary on 10:5–15.
9 Weaver, Missionary Discourse, 84, organizes her discussion of 10:5b–15 under three head-

ings: “where they are to go” (10:5b–6), “what they are to do” (10:7–10), and “how they are
to deal with responses to their ministry” (10:11–15).

10 See the OT citation formulas in and commentary on 1:22–23; 2:14–15, 16–18, 23; 4:12–16;
8:16–17; 12:15–21; 13:34–35; 21:4–5; 26:54–56; 27:6–10. Moreover, the location of Jesus’
birth was in fulfillment of Scripture (2:5–6), and in 5:17 Jesus says that he has come to ful-
fill the Law and the Prophets. For Jesus as the Servant of the LORD foretold in Isaiah, see the
commentary on 3:16b–c; the commentary on 5:1–12, since Jesus’ Beatitudes echo the lan-
guage of Isaiah 61; the commentary on Mt 8:17, which explicitly cites Is 53:4; and the com-
mentary on Mt 12:18–21, which quotes Is 42:1–4, the longest explicit OT citation in this
Gospel.

11 See “Jesus, God’s Son, as the Nation, God’s Son” in the commentary on 2:13–23. For Jesus
as the Son of God, see also the commentary on 1:18–25; 3:13–17; 4:1–11; 4:12–16;
4:25–5:2. Carson, Matthew, 244, writes: “Jesus stood at the nexus in salvation history where
as a Jew and the Son of David he came in fulfillment of his people’s history as their King and
Redeemer.”

Jesus is commanding the Twelve to start out with nothing. Rather, it can readily mean
“acquire along the way” (see Acts 22:28), and that is its likely meaning here.6 See the
commentary below.
10:12 eij" th;n oijkivan—The definite article (“into that house”) is anaphoric, refer-
ring back to 10:11, where Jesus told his apostles to “remain” (meivnate, i.e., lodge,
stay at the house) with whomever they would find to be “worthy” (a[xio"), that is,
whoever received them and believed their preaching about the arrival of the gracious
reign of God in Jesus.
10:14 ejktinavxate to;n koniorto;n tw'n podw'n uJmw'n—This is a good example of the
genitive case alone indicating separation. Literalistically, this is, “Shake off the dust
of your feet,” but it means “Shake off the dust from your feet.”7

Commentary
These verses begin Jesus’ Missionary Discourse.8 In a real way, these

verses can be comprehended by filling in the blanks, so to speak, of the basic
main clause of 10:5: “Jesus sent these twelve.” The “blanks” include the fol-
lowing: (1) to whom? (10:5–6); (2) to do what? (10:7–8); (3) to be received
how? (10:9–13); and (4) to what final effect? (10:14–15).9

Jesus Sent These Twelve to Israel’s Lost Sheep (10:5–6)
The twelve apostles, as noted above, are historically and spiritually unique;

they are the nucleus of the “true Israel” that Jesus, God’s Son, is calling to faith
and salvation and service. Jesus has come to fulfill Israel’s Scriptures and to
bring to fruition the promises that God made in them.10 The salvation that Je-
sus accomplishes will surely suffice for all people everywhere. However, in the
first place (cf. Rom 1:16), he has come as God’s true Son for God’s “son,” the
lost sheep of Israel.11
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12 That Matthew introduces Jesus at the start of his Gospel as “Son of Abraham” (1:1) recalls
God’s promises that all the nations of the earth would be blessed through Abraham’s Seed;
see the commentary on 1:1. There was a Canaanite woman (1:3) and a Moabitess (1:5) in
Jesus’ genealogy (see the commentary on 1:5). Other Gentiles who encounter Jesus and
believe in him include the Magi (2:1–12), a foreign soldier in need (8:5–13), a desperate
Canaanite mother (15:21–28), and a centurion and his soldiers at the cross (27:54).

It follows, then, that when Jesus sends out the Twelve as the new “patri-
archs” of Israel to extend his own work of preaching and driving back the power
and effects of Satan, he sends them not to Samaritans or Gentiles, but to Is-
rael’s lost sheep. Yet the Lord in his own ministry in Israel encountered and
saved some Gentiles.12 So too there surely would have been individual Gen-
tiles in need whom the apostles encountered and to whom they would have af-
forded the saving word of the Gospel and power for healing or restoration. God,
however, is doing in Jesus—and Jesus is doing in his twelve apostles—a unique
work in the history of salvation. The Twelve, then, are following the footsteps
of the Son of God, and at this point in that history, they are sent only to the lost
sheep of the house of Israel.

An important question emerges for all who have attentively read this
Gospel through to its conclusion: what is the relationship between this limited
sending of the Twelve to Israel in chapter 10 and the all-embracing commis-
sion to make disciples of all nations in 28:16–20? A careful reading of the en-
tire Gospel’s narrative and all of Jesus’ teaching therein shows that Jesus
envisions and intends that the limited apostolic mission will continue for a pe-
riod of time, even after he opens wide the mission charge to go to all the na-
tions in chapter 28. There is, in other words, a temporal overlap of the two
mission charges. That overlap lasts for the span of one generation, from about
AD 30, when the risen Christ gives the Great Commission prior to his ascen-
sion, until disaster and divine judgment come upon the nation of Israel in AD
70, when Israel is crushed by the Romans and ceases to exist as a nation. The
following texts in Matthew produce this nuanced view of the overlap of the
two mission charges.

Several texts in Matthew reveal that the apostles’mission to Israel will con-
tinue into the generation after Christ’s death and resurrection, but that judg-
ment upon Jerusalem and its temple will bring that mission to a sudden end
before the span of one generation has run its course. In the first place, the pres-
ent text, 10:5–23, describes the apostles in their missionary endeavors as suf-
fering persecutions, and those descriptions clearly seem to apply in large part
to a time after the death and resurrection of Jesus, that is, beyond the point in
time when he gives the Great Commission in 28:18–20. Second, as the com-
mentary will argue below, Jesus’ words in 10:23, “For truly I say to you, you
will certainly not complete the cities of Israel until the Son of Man comes,” re-
fer to the coming of the Son of Man in judgment against Jerusalem via the in-
strument of the Roman conquest of the city in AD 70. Third, Jesus’ words in
23:34–24:2 predict, in a way that strongly parallels the Missionary Discourse
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13 Even though “Repent!” is absent from 10:7, we should assume that it was part of the apos-
tles’ message here, just as it will be later (e.g., see Acts 2:38; 3:19; 8:22), since the apostles
were to extend the preaching of the Lord himself, who called the people to “Repent!”
(Mt 4:17).

(10:5–42), the time when he will send out missionaries to Israel, whose peo-
ple will, in turn, largely reject and persecute those missionaries. This time of
difficult mission work will last until the temple is left desolate, that is, destroyed
in AD 70: “Truly I say to you, all these things will come upon this generation”
(23:36). Fourth, in the parable of the Wedding Feast (22:1–13), Jesus symbol-
ically reveals that those who were invited to the messianic banquet through the
ministry of God’s Son refused God’s invitation. In righteous anger, God the
King will move in judgment against his Son’s enemies, burn their city (22:7),
and then send out his servants to call all manner of people into the banquet
hall (22:10). These texts in the Gospel show that a focus on an urgent outreach
to Israel as a national entity begins in Jesus’ own ministry (chapters 1–9), is
extended through his apostles when he sends them in chapter 10, and lasts one
generation beyond the end of the time covered in the Gospel’s narrative.

On the other hand, Jesus does not wait until AD 70 to send his apostolic
church out to make disciples of all the nations. Rather, this universal mission
charge takes place immediately after his resurrection from the dead (28:16–20).
As the commentary on 28:16–20 will argue more fully, “all the nations” in
28:19 includes all peoples, both Jews and Gentiles. The only way to hold to-
gether coherently the texts that speak of an urgent limited mission to Israel’s
lost sheep (10:5–23; 22:1–13; 23:34–24:2)—a mission that will last until AD
70—with 28:16–20, which is the open-ended, all-inclusive mission charge to
the Eleven given in around AD 30—a mission that has continued for some two
millennia and will continue until Jesus returns in glory—is to see an overlap
in the two mission charges. For a period of one generation, from about AD 30
to 70, Jesus’ disciples will urgently seek to reach out to their own Jewish peo-
ple in Palestine before the great disaster befalls the temple and the city. The
commentary on 24:4–35 will expound this time period in greater detail.

Jesus Sent These Twelve to Preach and Heal and Exorcise
with His Own Authority (10:7–8)

The message of John the Baptizer was “Repent! For the reign of heaven
stands near!” (3:2). Jesus’own preaching was identical: “Repent! For the reign
of heaven stands near!” (4:17). Now Jesus instructs his disciples to preach this
same message: “The reign of heaven stands near!” (10:7).13 Thus the content
of the apostles’ preaching would match Jesus’ own message, which Matthew
twice summarizes with the phrase “the Good News of the reign” (to; eujag-
gevlion th'" basileiva", 4:23; 9:35). In Jesus, the King is coming to reign gra-
ciously, and consequently there is both Good News of forgiveness and peace
to believe, and there are miracles of divine power as Satan’s demons and all
sickness are driven back in anticipation of the final Day of complete victory,
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14 With regard to the initial mission of the Twelve, Luke briefly says: “And when they had
returned the apostles related to him [Jesus] as many things as they did [o{sa ejpoivhsan]” (Lk
9:10). It is likely that the Twelve also were among the Seventy (or Seventy-Two) referred to
in Lk 10:17, who marveled that the demons were subject to them. For the apostolic mission
after Christ’s ascension, one especially recalls the miracles performed by Peter and John in
Acts.

15 See also Hagner, “Gospel, Kingdom, and Resurrection,” 101. The dead people who were
raised in the OT era (1 Ki 17:17–24; 2 Ki 4:18–37; 13:21) and those raised by Jesus himself
or by one of the apostles were not raised to full and eternal resurrection life; they were
returned to the mortal existence that they enjoyed before and so died again long ago. The
Lord himself, however, has risen to immortal and eternal resurrection life as the “first to rise
from the dead” (Acts 26:23), and on the Last Day he shall raise all believers to everlasting
life with glorified bodies like his own. See more fully the commentary on 28:1–10.

16 Luz says that Jesus’ “equipment regulation” (Matthew, 2:78) is “among the most suppressed
statements of the gospels” (2:81). By that, he seems to mean that Christian interpreters do not
know what to make of it or how to apply it.

17 For the sense of mh; kthvshsqe as “do not acquire (while traveling),” see the textual note on
10:9. Jesus is not, for example, commanding the disciples to start out barefoot when he says
“nor sandals.” Rather, as they journey and carry out their mission tasks, they are not to “fend
for themselves.” They will have another source from which to draw their sustenance, name-
ly, the houses that are “worthy” (10:11) and receive them.

18 Some interpreters try to find a teaching concerning poverty or simple lifestyles in the Lord’s
words to the Twelve. See, for example, Keener, Matthew 317–19. Now, the Lord teaches

when all the dead shall be raised, all believers in Christ—their bodies glori-
fied—shall enter the new creation, and Satan and unbelievers shall be banished
to hell forever (see Matthew 25; Revelation 20–22).

Jesus sends out the Twelve with his message on their lips and his miracles
at their disposal. With a sequence of emphatic present stem imperatives
(10:7–8), Jesus empowers the Twelve to preach what he preached and to do
what he had been doing in Israel: “preach … heal … raise … cleanse … cast
out”! Although Matthew does not record the Twelve’s actual ministry, we learn
from other NT texts that the Twelve did, in fact, do what Jesus empowered
them to do.14 The power and commission given to the Twelve testifies to their
historical uniqueness. One searches the rest of the NT in vain for promises that
such signs as raising the dead to their former manner of life15 always will ac-
company the preaching of the Good News in Jesus. Just as John the Baptizer
played a unique role in salvation history as the voice crying in the wilderness
and as the Elijah prophesied of old, so also the Twelve play a unique role in
God’s plan to forgive and restore and heal a broken people and a broken world.

Jesus Sent These Twelve to Be Welcomed, and to Be Rejected
(10:9–13)

Jesus’ words in 10:9–13 are among the most distinct, indeed, the “oddest”
of all his instructions in the first part of the Missionary Discourse.16 He com-
mands the Twelve not to make plans for their own physical survival, as if he
said, “Do not acquire the basic necessities of life as you go on your way.”17 The
Lord hastens to add the reason why the Twelve will not have to worry about
the basic needs of life: “The worker is worthy of his food” (10:10).18 As the
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elsewhere about the danger of possessions and the need to serve God rather than mammon
(6:19–24). But in the context here in chapter 10, the whole point of telling the Twelve not to
worry about providing for themselves along the way is that those who believe their message
will provide for them.

19 Virtually all commentators interpret the term “worthy” as referring those who believe the
message of the apostles and welcome them. See, for example, Weaver, Missionary Dis-
course, 87; Carson, Matthew, 245; Hagner, Matthew, 1:272; Franzmann, Follow Me, 88;
Garland, Reading Matthew, 113; Grundmann, Matthäus, 289.

Twelve enter towns and villages and preach the Good News, they will discover
that individuals and families will welcome them, eagerly believing their mes-
sage about the reign of God in Jesus. These are the houses that show them-
selves “worthy,” and these same homes will provide for the physical needs of
the Twelve (10:11).19 Upon these homes and individuals, the effective blessing
of “peace” comes and remains, for the apostles will be speaking Christ’s own
powerful word of blessing, and Christ’s word accomplishes what it says. In be-
stowing God’s peace in Christ upon all who believe the message about his gra-
cious rule, the Twelve will be manifesting Jesus’ earlier words to his disciples:
“The peacemakers are blessed” (5:9).

There will also be homes and individuals that prove themselves unworthy,
that is, who reject the Twelve and their words. The Twelve will find no hospi-
tality, no provision for their physical needs there. The gift of peace with God
cannot remain upon such places and persons; the apostles’ peace, rejected by
the unbelievers, will return to the Twelve (10:13). This ominous note of rejec-
tion will be one of the major themes in the second subunit (10:16–23) of the
first part (10:5–23) of the Missionary Discourse (10:5–42). How people re-
spond to those sent by Jesus will determine their eschatological fate. For the
moment, Jesus passes on to speak directly about the everlasting judgment
awaiting those who turn away the Twelve and their message about God’s reign
in Jesus.

Rejection of These Twelve Sent by Jesus Incurs Everlasting
Judgment (10:14–15)

Since Jesus and Jesus alone brings the reign of God, no one may reject him
with impunity. This theme of judgment for those who reject Jesus is a theme
that Matthew’s Gospel has scarcely begun to develop, although we see it in
Christ’s own words at the close of the Sermon on the Mount (7:24–27), and it
is implicit in the presentation of Jesus (and no other) as the Savior already in
chapter one. Now, however, the theme comes to explicit expression.

Israel consists, by and large, of “lost sheep” (10:6). The creation reeks of
death and brokenness; it is alienated from the only Creator-God (Genesis 3).
Jesus sends the Twelve as missionaries to announce and actually bestow the
reversal of death and brokenness: they are to “raise the dead” (10:8) and pro-
nounce “peace” (10:13). But those who reject that peace will themselves be re-
jected; in such places, the Twelve are to shake off the dust from their feet! By
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20 There is a possible Jewish parallel to that gesture. Weaver, Missionary Discourse, 88 and
196, n. 92, notes the material in Str-B 1:571 that describes the “ritual which the Jewish peo-
ple perform in order to rid themselves of Gentile ‘contamination’ as they re-enter Jewish ter-
ritory.” However, Luz, Matthew, 2:81, n. 93, argues that the rabbinic material is too late to
apply to this Matthean text. Luz opines: “The shaking of the dust from the feet is probably a
spontaneously created prophetic symbolic action, thus a parallel to Neh 5:13. … The mean-
ing of the symbolic action is the demonstrative termination of all fellowship.”

21 Some exegetes cite Ezek 16:49 to argue that the sin of Sodom and Gomorrah was not their
homosexual behavior, but pride, greed, and indifference to the poor and needy. Against that
misconstrual of Ezekiel (and of Genesis 19), see Hummel, Ezekiel 1–20, 485–86. Robert
A. J. Gagnon, The Bible and Homosexual Practice: Texts and Hermeneutics (Nashville:
Abingdon, 2001), 71–91, offers a full defense of the traditional interpretation of Genesis 19
from a somewhat higher-critical hermeneutic.

22 In the OT era, God had raised up a variety of leaders for his people Israel, particularly
prophets, priests, and kings. Some who had literally been shepherds (e.g., Moses and David)

that gesture the apostles dramatize that they have no fellowship with the in-
habitants.20

Jesus’ solemn “amen” statement at the end of this unit (10:5–15) declares
the fate of those who show themselves to be unworthy by rejecting the Twelve
and their message: “Truly I say to you, it will be more bearable for the land of
Sodom and Gomorrah on the Day of Judgment than for that city.” When Yah-
weh sent two angelic emissaries to Sodom, the townspeople did not welcome
them, but instead attempted homosexual rape,21 and subsequently Yahweh
rained down fire and sulfur upon Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis 19). Already
in the OT those two cities became archetypes and proverbial bywords for the
eschatological judgment Yahweh will execute against the ungodly, including
apostate Israel.a The NT too regards the destruction of those two cities by “a
judgment of eternal fire” as a portent of the judgment awaiting all unbelievers
(Jude 7; see also 2 Pet 2:6; Rev 11:8). Jesus declares that the punishment meted
out to those who rejected the two angelic emissaries sent to Sodom is milder
than the wrath to be poured out on Judgment Day upon those who reject the
Twelve and their ministry (Mt 10:15).

The Unique Mission of the Twelve, Part 1: Theological
Applications

Before moving to the interpretation of the second unit (10:16–23) in this
first major section (10:5–23) of the Missionary Discourse (10:5–42), we may
pause to offer some applications for the church in general. As discussed above,
what Jesus sent the Twelve to do was in many ways historically unique and
limited to them alone. Nevertheless, by drawing connections to other texts in
Matthew and to the larger scriptural context, we can briefly suggest the fol-
lowing two applications.

First, when Jesus selected and sent the Twelve as his workers in the har-
vest (9:37–10:4), he was only doing what God has always done and what God
continues to do: provide shepherds and watchmen and servant-leaders for his
people.22 Jesus had drawn to himself other disciples, but he graciously chose

(a) See, e.g.,
Deut 29:22
(ET 29:23);

32:32; Is
1:9–10;

13:19; Jer
23:14; Lam

4:6; Ezek
16:46–58;

Amos 4:11;
Zeph 2:9
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become spiritual shepherds (see, e.g., Ezekiel 34). Ezekiel was given the charge to be a
prophetic watchman (Ezek 3:17; 33:1–7; cf. Hos 9:8).

23 See also Paul’s discussion in 1 Cor 9:1–14; one could add Gal 6:6. Park, Mission Discourse,
114, notes a similar argument in Didache 13:1–2. The passage in 1 Timothy 5 is particularly
interesting in that Paul cites verbatim the text of Lk 10:7 and, under the most natural reading
of his words, regards “The worker is worthy of his wage” as “Scripture” along with the quo-
tation from Deut 25:4. Disappointingly, the marginal references in NA27 ask the question
“Where?” (unde?) at that point, seemingly unwilling to admit that Paul might have known a
saying of Jesus and/or the Gospel of Luke itself and regarded either or both as “Scripture.”

these twelve to play a unique role and to serve as missionaries and the nucleus
of the “new” and “true Israel.” So, although all disciples of Jesus are “mis-
sionaries” in that they are to participate in the church’s calling to be the salt of
the earth and the light of the world (5:13–16), there is also an important dis-
tinction to be upheld. Not every Christian is “sent” in the same way. Applica-
tions of this discourse to later generations in the church, then, will in the first
place pertain to those Christians who are “called” and “sent” in the narrower
sense of those terms: pastors, missionaries, and other ministers of the Gospel.
Yet all Christians may find parts of the discourse relevant for their lives, espe-
cially in the second, more generally applicable half of the discourse, 10:24–42.
See “Matthew 10:5–42: Structural and Hermeneutical Considerations” before
the commentary on 10:5–15.

Second, and in a closely related way, the theme of “The worker is worthy
of his food” (10:10) becomes important elsewhere in Matthew and in the NT.
To speak of the broader context first, Paul explicitly articulates this principle
to teach that those who proclaim the Gospel can expect to have their physical
needs met by those to whom they are proclaiming it: “Let those elders who rule
well be regarded as worthy of double honor, especially those who are laboring
in word and teaching, for the Scripture says, ‘You shall not muzzle the ox while
it is threshing,’ and ‘The worker is worthy of his wage’ ” (1 Tim 5:17–18).23

Pastors, missionaries, and other full-time church workers should receive ade-
quate support from those who hear their words and believe them. This is not
just commonsense or a human arrangement; the Lord of the church commands
it.

In the context of Matthew’s Gospel, Jesus’ teaching that “the worker is
worthy of his food” (10:10) establishes an important insight that will aid in un-
derstanding the well-known description of the Judgment Day in 25:31–46.
Specifically, Jesus’ missionary preachers, beginning with the Twelve, will at
times find themselves rejected or persecuted and in need of support for basic
physical needs (10:16–23), hungry, naked, sick, or in prison (25:35–40). In
their times of need, the missionaries will receive succor and support from the
believers who have received their message and who therefore also have been
eager to care for the messengers themselves, for as Jesus says later in this dis-
course, “The one who receives you receives me” (10:40). Faith in the Gospel
proclamation of the messengers shows itself, in part, by the willingness to pro-
vide for the messengers’ needs.
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24 See further the commentary’s treatment of 25:31–46. Carson, Matthew, 246, observes right-
ly: “Jesus here insists that one’s eternal destiny turns on relationship to him or even to his
emissaries” (emphasis added).

Unbelief, on the other hand, will show itself in the rejection or even per-
secution of the messengers. Those who thus reject the message, along with the
messengers, face eternal damnation; on the Day of Judgment it will be better
for Sodom and Gomorrah than for them (10:14–15; 25:41–46a). But those who
in faith receive the message and welcome and support the messengers will en-
ter into eternal life (25:34, 46b).24
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